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Theology—Between the Tradition and a Banana Peel
A Perspective on “Theology for Christian Ministry”
DOUGLAS JOHN HALL
McGill University, Montreal, Quebec, Canada

The topic on which the editorial board of Word & World has asked me to reflect is such a
rich one that I hardly know how or where to begin—and probably the question where to end will
be even more perplexing! I shall therefore do the professorial thing and first try to formulate the
subject in the form of a question. The question to which I am asked to respond could be stated in
this way: How has the church and its ministry influenced your theological perspective and
shaped your conception of the task of professional theology in general?

So many random thoughts come rushing to my mind when I contemplate such a question
that I think the only way to combine coherence with integrity in the space allotted is simply to list
a few of them, and offer a little elaboration with each item. What will of course suffer in the
process is comprehensiveness. For that, my apologies.

I. DESPITE THE CHURCH, THEOLOGY!
Since I am invited to offer a personal statement, let me begin with the confession that I

suspect I have become a theologian in spite of the church. Or, if it is also in some sense because
of it, it’s because I felt so much the vacuum.

Perhaps I emerged into life with a big why on my lips—or was it that my skeptical father
kept insisting on reasons for everything? In any case, from early childhood I pestered everybody,
trying to get to the bottom of things. I think I
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alienated a good many of my teachers in that way. My Sunday School teachers were particularly
annoyed about it. The great thing amongst us was “being a nice person,” and it isn’t nice if you
keep expecting big answers, bigger than the ones the Sunday School teachers (and most of the
ministers, too) are either willing or (perhaps) able to give.

I always rather hoped that Christianity did have some big answers—or at least that it
would pose questions more engrossing than my own. And because, in those far-off days, the
Bible still played a significant role in Christian education (I mean, we actually had to read parts
of it!), I felt somehow justified, every now and then, in having these Great Expectations of the
church: Every once in a while something would leap out at you from the Scripture lesson of the
week, and you’d think, “Hey, maybe...!” But then you’d bring it up in the class and the response
of your classmates would be a groan, and your teacher would be ruffled, likely. I well remember
when I first discovered Paul’s idea of “justification by grace through faith.” I thought it was
great. I was so tired of the local moralism. But my teacher, who read a lot in “the epistle of



straw,” assured me that “faith without works is dead,” and that was the end of that!
So I became a theologian....
Has the situation changed? With me, no. I am still trying to get to the bottom of things.

With the church, maybe. A little. Being a Christian isn’t so automatic as it used to be. I realize
that Canadians, like West Europeans, are more secular than Americans; but I’ve found that no
matter where you live today it isn’t quite Christendom. You have to be able, at least in some
rudimentary way, to “give a reason for the hope that is in you.” So every once in a while I
actually feel useful to the church, as a theologian.

At least I know there are people in all of our so-called denominations who, like me, want
to know why. They are not satisfied with tidbits of yesterday’s doctrine, pep-talks instead of
sermons, or ideas that you could obtain in a more attractive sort of packaging in Reader’s Digest.
Many of them are terribly perplexed by life. They can’t understand what is going on in the world.
They feel anxious for their kids. They’re victims of “future shock.” The old New World
optimism doesn’t work for them anymore. They are driven in spite of themselves into deep
waters as they contemplate events reported in the media, about places they’d never heard of until
then. They hanker after a past that, probably, they never knew (all those antiques!).

Well, I would like to be of some service to such people. Especially as they are found in
the churches of our own so-called First World setting. It seems to me that they are still, on the
whole, being sold short by church life on this continent. We expect them to worship and work
and give. Especially give! But we don’t expect them to think much. We rather hope they won’t.
Or at least that if they do, they should ask the questions we’ve been conditioned, as clergy and
teachers, to expect from them. Then we can provide the answers, just like catechists. Usually our
answers were hammered out on the anvils of other people’s struggles—fourth-century people,
sixteenth-century people, nineteenth-century people. Now these traditional answers are being
supplemented by answers drawn from the struggles of Latin Americans or Black Americans and
other oppressed peoples, so words like “liberation” flow regularly from our lips.
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But what I wonder is this: Will a theological climate come to be in North America which
encourages teachers and clergy and students of theology and serious lay persons to enter
profoundly into the problematique (by which I mean the whole story) of our own complicated
culture? Only if we do so will we be ready to expose ourselves to the questions that the sensitive
ones in our midst are asking—and not asking. And only if we’ve felt the weight of their
questions, and ourselves struggled with those questions in the light of Scripture and tradition,
will we become, as churches, something more than suppliers of the demand for “religion.”

There is still a market for religion, especially in the United States, so nobody entering the
ministry is obliged to take up that kind of cross! In fact, I suppose that those who do will suffer
for it because, as Hendrikus Berkhof stated the matter rather succinctly, “Whatever else the cross
may tell us, it certainly proves that we cannot stand God and that God must be eliminated if God
comes too close to Us.”1 The “elimination” of God is bound to be upsetting to those who want to
have Truth in the churches; yet it will come, because what a great many people want in the
churches is Comfort. I suppose, then, that theology will always have to be done “despite the
church” in some real sense. But personally I can see no reason for carrying on this charade of
religion unless we can engage the great questions by which humanity perennially and, in



particular forms, contextually is besieged. Moreover, I still believe—what I had already begun to
suspect as a Sunday School enfant terrible—that the Christian gospel can do just that. So why
should we be satisfied with religion as usual?

II. NEVERTHELESS, THEOLOGY!
The next item will not surprise any readers of my work (I hope!), but I have to say that I

not only seem to have appeared on earth with a why on the tip of my tongue, but there was from
the start a particular focus for this why. For reasons that I myself have never been able to
comprehend, I have always had a keen sense of what, later on, I learned to call “the experience of
negation.” By that I mean everything that detracts from life and the joy of life: death, of course,
but not only death, and certainly not only physical death. I would include conditions like poverty
and political oppression as well as the psychic states that often accompany such conditions—
fatalism, perhaps, or cynicism. I mean by “negation” the sort of thing that most of the novels and
popular songs and (heavens!) even Hollywood movies are about today: violence, humiliation,
failure, rejection, and frustration—an endless catalogue of miseries that somebody (perhaps we
ourselves) is always inventing or re-inventing.

Why should I have been sensitive to all that? God knows I didn’t have an “unhappy
childhood.” Sometimes I think it was the happiness I was able to glimpse through the courageous
efforts of my working-class parents and others who influenced my young life that made me
especially conscious of the opposite. Certainly I always knew that the end of our rather innocent
village-happiness wasn’t far away: I grew up during the Depression and World War II. The
Dream—our pale Canadian version of the “American Dream”—was already pretty wispy, though
we kept up appearances with our victory songs, and the war even temporarily cleared

1Christian Faith: An Introduction to the Study of the Faith (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1979) 193.
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up some of our social problems—like unemployment. As a great French Canadian novelist,
Gabrielle Roy, put it, we were “saved by war.” All the same, the sense of an ending has been part
of the scenery during most of my lifetime.

Whatever the explanation, I know that my aboriginal why attached itself very early to “the
experience of negation.” Why war? Why poverty? Why, when life is so full of promise, is there
so often this flat denial of fulfillment? Why, when you love somebody so much, is your love met
with lukewarm friendship? Why, with these talents, these urges to be “part of it,” are you
suddenly reduced to half your potential by polio—infantile paralysis we called it then. Why is
there this hysterical German voice on the radio when I want to hear “Gang Busters”? (I didn’t
know German then, but I knew what hate sounded like in any language.) Already in the ’30s and
’40s the world I lived in was full of unanswered questions, and I didn’t get very many answers to
them.

So I became a theologian....
It wasn’t just a shot in the dark. Already before I decided to study theology I’d begun to

think that the story at the centre of the Christian faith might have something to say to my sort of
why. By the end of my teens I was even ready to suspect that the Bible itself knows something
about the “experience of negation.”

That idea came to me first when I began to read the Preacher, Koheleth. “Vanity of



vanities, saith the preacher, all is vanity.” In the Bible! They didn’t read that one to us in our
church. I got onto it by some accident of grace, and I thought: If this book is ready to go as far as
that with me, maybe it can go farther, too.

It did. It went right to Golgotha. And it took God with it.
From then on, despite the inevitable Anfechtungen,2 I’ve always known that there was

nothing I couldn’t think about or hear about or personally experience that could not be faced
honestly (though not necessarily accepted) in the presence of that God. I certainly don’t have
many more answers than when I began, almost forty years ago, but I think I know where to locate
the Answerer. Or rather, the Questioner!

What is theology? Theology is reflection on the great “Nevertheless” that the divine Spirit
communicates to us when we need to hear it-which is about all the time! This “tradition of
Jerusalem” as, with the late George P. Grant, I like to call it (because I deplore the implicit
exclusion of Israel in so much Christianity) is ready to call a spade a spade. It doesn’t have to lie
about what it finds in the world to make you think there might be something to it. In fact, it gives
you the courage to go farther into the night than you would ever be able to go yourself. And it
pushes and drags you there if you complain or hold back-which you likely do. “The theology of
the cross calls the thing what it really is.”

And what bothers me so much about the church, you know, is that so many of us feel we
have to confine our rendition of the gospel to sweet, positive, and comforting themes. At least in
point three of the sermon all questions should be answered, all doubts laid to rest. So we end up
lying. We sing superficially joyful songs at the funerals of dead young people, and mutter
platitudes in our prayers, and smile stupidly at one another in coffee-hours after the service. We
don’t know how to lament, says Nick Wolterstorff—and he’s right. We don’t know how to

2Tillich’s translation of this well-known term of Luther always seemed tome a good one: “periods of
abandonment.”
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quarrel with God-as Job did, as Jesus did! If a minister in his pastoral prayer said anything like
what the psalmists of Israel complained about on a regular basis, there would be a heresy trial.
Amos would never have passed the psychological tests they administer to candidates for
ministry, and Paul would have been gently discouraged from applying. Christianity is a positive
thing; the only sin left is “negativity.”

Thus is the real heart of the gospel sacrificed on the altar of “bourgeois transcendence”
(Käsemann); the pearl of great price is exchanged for ersatz. The “logic of the cross” (Reinhold
Niebuhr) is precisely that it allows you to contemplate the Nihil, that which negates and nullifies,
without forthwith capitulating to it—because there is no Nothing that is not subject to the love of
the One who creates “out of nothing.” There is no darkness that is not already inhabited. But
instead of believing that, we church folk hide evil and death and the demonic behind our pretty
cloths and kitschy banners and arty crosses. We offer cheap grace and even cheaper hope. Well,
there’s a great market for these commodities in our particular society; but meanwhile (to quote
Milton) “the sheep look up and are not fed.”

You’ve asked me how the church and its ministry have shaped my conception of the task
of theology, and what I am saying is: Can’t we all—theologians, clergy, and lay teachers of the
faith—begin seriously to distinguish the Christian gospel from the official optimism of our North



American context? It should be easier now, because the optimism has become notoriously
hollow. Our whole society is on the verge of something like despair. But it’s a special kind of
despair—the kind that is afraid of itself. It’s afraid to admit that it exists, because it has no point
of reference for such a mood. We North Americans have been brought up on the message of
light—Enlightenment light, ever-increasing light. Nobody told us what to do in case of a power
failure. For us, even to admit it’s dark, let alone enter the darkness, is a next-to-impossible
spiritual feat.

Who would dare to voice such a conclusion about our culture? Besides the cynics and the
nihilists, who rather enjoy the experience, only those who can believe that beyond that
conclusion there is something that makes the acknowledgment of the darkness both necessary
and possible. The only ones who can admit the conclusion are those who know the
“Nevertheless” that comes after the conclusion—not automatically, of course; nothing is
guaranteed—as a gracious possibility given more often than people may think.

III. BEYOND THE ACADEMICS AND THE IDEOLOGUES, THEOLOGY!
It may seem that I’ve been rather hard on the poor churches. That’s only because of the

aforementioned Great Expectations. No matter how hard I try, I keep expecting the church to be
something different.

But let me become a little more expansive in my critique and turn now to the theological
academy. The guild. My crowd.

As I see it, there are two altogether too noisy parties going on in Academe today. One is a
very “academic” affair; the other is out in the streets. Some of us fly back and forth between the
two—like the bat in Aesop’s fable of the bat, the birds, and the beasts—not feeling much at
home in either camp.

Celebrants at the academic party write books for one another. (Well, some of them
venture whole books; many think in smaller chunks, because, as old Karl Barth
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once quipped, you have to be very free to attempt whole books of theology.) As in all matters
heavenly and earthly, you can tell the academics by their fruits. For instance, the first priority
they adhere to when they write things is to include as many names as possible. This is because
they know that when their friends (competitors?) pick up their work, the very first thing they will
do is look in the index of names to see whether they are included. Besides, who knows, one of
the “friends” may turn out to be the reviewer of your book for some important journal.
Reviewers, I have learned by bitter experience, are given special courses these days in
mathematics. They have to be able to count the number of times you refer to this scholar or that,
this school or that. (Of course, it does make reviewing books a lot simpler. You hardly have to
read them if they have a decent index!)

It goes without saying (doesn’t it?) that you compromise yourself with the guild if you
write books that are actually intended for the church. You soon get the name of a “popularizer,”
and then no “serious theologian” bothers to read you anymore. Several of my good “bat” friends
have had this unfortunate experience.

The other party is anything but ivory-tower. These people are very committed; they really
want to change the world. The world is in fact their chief target, and they go to it armed with



clear agendas. Their writings are calls to arms. Their lectures and public addresses are battle
cries. They have a Cause, and it is Right (or perhaps Left). Certain words and phrases occur
regularly in their ordinary discourse. Often there are fellow-travellers, groupies, a movement.

Some people think that I am (or aspire to be) one of this noble company, and in a way
that’s true. At least I rather prefer them to the first sort, and for one reason in particular: they
aren’t just caught up in their own little game, like those “inkstained wretches” (Alexander
Woolcott). Something matters to them beyond their reputations with their own kind. The world
matters! And that’s what should matter to a theology called Christian; apparently that’s what
mattered—and still matters—to God, too.

But my questions to and about this group is whether the church matters to them. I mean
the church as it actually is, warts and all. To what extent is their scholarship and their passion
inspired by the idea that theology should equip the congregation to be something like salt, or
yeast, or light?

There are, of course, exceptions; but I find that many who have important messages for
the whole church are content with the applause they get from this or that segment of the Christian
community. Like reinforces like, prophetic zeal becomes a sort of bravado, and before you know
it you’ve exchanged theology for ideology

Ideology is an all-consuming fire. Theology is a fire that does not consume what it burns
(Exod 3:2!). Every ideology needs an enemy, and this is true also of theological ideologies.
Theologians who remember that the real enemies are not flesh and blood but principalities and
powers are often displeasing to the incipient ideologues in our midst, because these theologians
still try to get through to the persons and classes identified by the ideologues as enemies—e.g.,
the middle-class that constitutes at least three-quarters of the mainline church in North America;
the evangelicals who accuse us all of humanism; the males and females who actually like the old
gender roles; the straight people who object to gay clergy; et al.

Both of these camps of professional theology are based on something right
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and good. The academics know that theology, to be of some real service to the church, has to
maintain a certain distance from it; otherwise theology too easily just supplies what the ecclesia
demands. And the ideologues know that the gospel is a two-edged sword; not everything that
calls itself “church” should be accepted at face value. But in both cases the critical principle has
become the tail that wags the dog. Academic distance from the congregation is for the service of
the congregation, not for self-service. And the sword of the Spirit is for the purifying of the
disciple community, not for dividing it into the true and the false, the authentic and the
inauthentic. Leave that to heaven!

Where does this all leave us—theologians who want to be of some use to the church and
its ministry? Probably in a very precarious position! Like my unforgettable teacher of
Reformation history, Wilhelm Pauck, I sometimes feel that I have “one foot in the Reformation
and another on...a banana peel” (Pauck’s answer to a brash sophomore who asked, “But where do
you stand, Professor?”). There is an honourable, rich, and wise tradition of Christian scholarship
that, as Protestants, we inherit; and it should not be exchanged for either academic preciousness
or one-dimensional renditions of Christian truth. The small band of those within the church
universal who have been privileged to engage in disciplined and prolonged study of the



Scriptures and traditions of our faith have, I believe, an unending responsibility to keep these
alive in the churches, and to exemplify what it would mean to make Scripture and tradition the
vantage-point from which to struggle with the great issues of our time and place. How the
theological community does this in the face of ecclesiastical apathy and the anti-intellectualism
found in North American popular Protestantism is of course the 64-thousand-dollar question—
the banana peel! All the same, it must be done!

Sometimes I think it really can be done. I am writing this in Germany, where I am on
sabbatical leave. No one who has observed the recent events in the German Democratic Republic
can miss the point: it has been above all the (minority) church in this context that has provided
both the courage and the wisdom (and also the restraint!) that was necessary to the new process
of democratization. And in the church it was in particular some of the theologians, like Heino
Falcke of Erfurt and (before him) Johannes Hamel, who nurtured the little flocks with the
invisible light that, in time, lit the candles carried by thousands of demonstrators in Leipzig,
Berlin, and elsewhere. And they achieved this not by writing learned articles for each other’s
edification, and not by embracing this or that “theology of,” but by patiently listening to the
past—especially the Scriptures—and allowing it to infiltrate the present; or, which is the same
thing, immersing themselves in and bearing the burdens of the present as they engaged in their
necessary dialogue with the past.

And isn’t that what faithful Christian theologians have always been about?


